Sore Fingers Summer Schools

SFSS email group guidelines
In short:


Be a good citizen — Treat others with respect.



Stay on topic — Keep your content relevant to the group.



Follow the law — We don't want any trouble here.



Know who will be reading your messages - The group is not restricted to
students, Tutors and Kingham Hill School staff may see your messages!

Allowed Topics


Any subject relating to SFSS Events and courses (Easter, October Weekend)



Any subject relating to playing or making music, recording, performing,
sessions, etc. Not restricted to Bluegrass or Old Time, let’s open it to acoustic
music!



Contacting fellow students or locating like-minded musicians in your area

Things we’d like to avoid


Tour, Gig and Concert adverts unless they have a particular relevance to Sore
Fingers.



In general terms, events or services that compete with activities run by Sore
Fingers Summer Schools.



Sales, this is not the place to find a buyer for your old car or fridge! But
selling your banjo is fine.



Complaints! Constructive criticism is welcomed but slagging off isn’t. Send
your complaints to those who can do something about it, John or Moira Wirtz.

Here's how you can get the most out of our Group


Share what you know - Chances are, someone can benefit from what you have
to contribute.



Be courteous - Everyone wants to be treated with respect, and showing respect
to others makes our group better for all members.



Post your own content - Have the other group member's permissions before
re-posting their content. This goes for you too, moderators.



Have a good time - When people behave responsibly and respectfully our group
thrives and everybody wins.
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Here are some things our group shouldn't be used for:


Don't be unkind - Exploitative or degrading comments are not welcome here.
Also not welcome are belligerence, insults, slurs, profanity or ranting.



Don't be a spammer - Keep off-topic commercial messages out of our group.

Our group, in the sole discretion of its moderators, may remove any content or remove
you from the group immediately and without notice if you violate the group guidelines,
or we believe you have violated or tried to violate the rights of others. Please help us
keep our groups an enjoyable and positive experience. If you see content in our group
that violates our rules, please let us know by contacting us via the Group Owner email
address, listed on our home page.
Moderators: John and Moira Wirtz
Group contact: sfssgroup+owner@groups.io
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